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Introduction to VMware virtual Desktops  

➢ Virtual Desktop Infrastructure is the practice of hosting workstation operating systems 
and applications on a server. 

➢ Users can access the “virtualized” operating systems and applications from thin clients, 
workstations, tablets, smart phones, etc.,

➢ Centralized Management to Applications & Desktops.

➢ Rapid Client pool & Machine Deployments

➢ Server based computing improves a company’s ability to use resources as a common pool.
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History of VMware VDI horizon view
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Benefits of virtual desktops infrastructure

➢ Data Security: Keeping data within the limits of the datacenter improves security.

➢ Machine Independent : Users can work from any machine & no dependency on the 
particular physical Machines

➢ High Availability : The virtual desktops are highly available and there won't be any 
production impact.

➢ Agent less Antivirus : VDI Machines are agent less and Threat Scanning will be done in 
Base server (ESXi) level .

➢ Independent Drive : Even if OS drive crashes data will be stored in different drive .
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Benefits of Virtual desktops Infrastructure

➢ Accessibility : User can  access the VDI Machines via Web Browsers.

➢ Patching Activity : Patch deployment to applications without affecting user settings, 
data, or preferences.

➢ Unauthorized access: Unauthorized access to VDI machines will be avoided and only 
allocated users can login to the assigned pooled machines .

➢ Client Access Device: No dependency on the hardware configuration of base machine to 
connect VDI machines.

➢ Extending PC Lifecycle & Reduced Hardware Expenditures
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VMware Horizon view Editions
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Vmware Horizon View General Architecture
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Horizon View Architecture
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Horizon View Components 

➢ Hypervisor 
The first requirement for deploying virtual desktops with VMware View is a hypervisor 
that can host the desktops. View allows you to use ESX or ESXi servers, which are typically 
connected to a storage area network, which is where the virtual machines (VMs) actually 
reside.

➢ vCenter Server
vCenter Server allows IT administrators to deploy , manage , Monitor and secure a virtual 
infrastructure in a centralized fashion.
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Horizon View Components 

➢ View Connection Server

✓ The Horizon view connection server also referred as Connection Broker or View 
Manager

✓ Its central component of the view infrastructure 

✓ Primary role to connect a user to their virtual desktop by performing the 
authentication and then delivering the appropriate desktop resources based on 
the user’s profile and entitlement
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Horizon View Components 

➢ How It Works – View Connection Server
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➢ Minimum Requirements for Connection servers
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➢ View Security Server

✓ The Horizon view security server is another instance of connection server

✓ Security server will be placed in DMZ network to allow the users to access their 
Virtual desktops securely from external network or from the Internet 

✓ You cannot install the view Security server on the same machine that is already 
running view connection server or any other horizon view components 
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➢ How It Works – View Security Server
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Horizon View Components 

➢ View Replica Server

✓ The Horizon view replica server is copy of view connection server that is used to 
enable HA to the Virtual Desktop Infrastructure

✓ If your View connection server fails at any point , Replica server will take place to 
authenticate the users

✓ You cannot install the view replica server on the same machine that is already 
running view connection server or any other horizon view components 
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➢ How It Works – View Connection / Replica Server

✓ It stores all its information related to the End Users , Desktop Pools , Virtual Desktop 
Machines and other horizon view related objects in Active Directory Application 
Mode database

✓ View information will be Replicated between Connection & Replica server using 
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

✓ This replication similar to how AD uses for replication
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➢ View Composer

✓ View Composer is the server responsible for Cloning the parent image and 
customize the cloned images

✓ Linked clone technology behind the View Composer server

✓ The idea of linked clones is that it's possible to create a master virtual desktop 
image and then create a series of logical clones of that image

✓ Cloned machines are links to the master image, and it help to save storage space 
in much the same way that deduplication does

Horizon View Components 
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➢ Types of Clones in VMware – Full & linked Cone

✓ Full Clones :

✓ A full clone disk is an exact, full-sized copy of the parent machine.

✓ Once the clone has been created, the virtual desktop machine is unique, with its 
own identity, and has no links back to the parent virtual machine from which it was 
cloned. 

✓ It can operate as a fully independent virtual desktop in its own right and is not 
reliant on its parent virtual machine.
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➢ Types of Clones in VMware – Full & linked Cone

✓ Linked Clones :
✓ The linked clone is not a full copy of the virtual disk. 

✓ The term linked clone refers to the fact that the linked clone will always look to its 
parent in order to operate, as it continues to read from the replica disk machine.

✓ A delta disk is created and then used by the virtual desktop machine to store the 
data differences between its own operating system and the operating system of 
its parent virtual desktop machine
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➢ How It Works – Linked Clones

1. Once you have created the parent virtual 
desktop or Gold Image

2. Take a Snapshot

3. While creating desktop pool, this snapshot will 
be selected and will become the Replica with 
read only mode.

All the desktop from the same pool linked back to 
this Replica
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VDI Disk Types 
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Understanding how the linked clone process works
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Types Of Desktop Pool

Automated 

Desktop Pool 

Manual Desktop 

Pool

RDS Desktop Pool

Desktop Pool Types 
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Managing Desktop Pools

➢ Automatic Desktop Pools: 

✓ Its collection of Desktops that are automatically created from snapshot or a VM 
template by Horizon View.

✓ Desktops can be created on demand or in advance

✓ Mostly used in Horizon View Infrastructure 

✓ There are two types of Desktops

1. Dedicated Desktops 

2. Floating Desktops  
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Managing Desktop Pools

➢ Dedicated Desktops

✓ Once VDI machine allocated to user then every time the same Desktop will be 
assigned to the users

✓ Specific request such Admin Rights ,Same MAC address and IP address 
reservations

➢ Floating Desktops 

✓ Available desktops will be allocated at the time of user accessing the desktops 
(Randomly assigned by CB)
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User Entitlements

➢ There are two ways to provide the access to the users 

✓ Directly adding the users in to respective pool to access the VDI 

✓ Creating the Active Directory group and add the group into respective desktop 
pools , Users must be added in the AD group.
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PCoIP –Delivering the desktop Experience

➢ Most important elements of a virtual desktop solution is how you get the screen contents of 
the virtual desktop machine running in the data center delivered to the user's end-point 
device

➢ VMware Horizon View uses the PC-over Internet Protocol (PCoIP).

➢ PCoIP is a high-performance display protocol designed and developed by Teradici

➢ PCoIP - To deliver virtual desktops over the LAN or WAN and to provide end users with the 
best, feature-rich desktop experience.

➢ Dynamic networking capabilities : PCoIP automatically adjust image quality on congested 
networks, based on the limits you set & resume maximum image quality when the network 
is no longer congested. 
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Golden Image Creation 

Golden Image Creation Work flow :
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Vmware Application Volume Manager

What is App Volumes :

➢ VMware acquired a start-up company called Cloud Volumes. The Cloud Volumes 
technology provides a virtualized, real-time application delivery engine for virtual 
desktop infrastructures

➢ Cloud Volumes was rebranded and named as App Volumes and offered as part of the 
Horizon Enterprise edition

➢ App Volumes provides a real-time application delivery and life cycle management 
solution that is used as a delivery system for your virtual desktops

➢ To create an application that can be delivered by App Volumes, you start by installing 
the application into a VMDK file called AppStack. This AppStack VMDK file is then 
mounted on to the virtual desktop machine
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Architecture & Components of App Volumes Manager :

➢ App Volume Manager

➢ Management & configuration console where the app volumes agent breaks the 
application assignments & writable volumes 

➢ App Volume Agent 

➢ This agent provides the filesystem and registry abstraction layer and its installed on 
virtual desktop machines 

➢ This agent also virtualizes the filesystem writes, If you have deployed a writable 
volume to the user
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➢ AppStack Volume 

➢ The read only volume that contains the applications
➢ A user can be assigned more then one appstack
➢ A appstack can contain more then one application.

➢ Writable Volume

➢ Writable volume will be assigned for read & write operations and saving the 
changes what users make 

➢ Each user will have their own Writable Volumes 
➢ Depends of the infrastructure writable volume will be assigned 
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Traditional App Model Vs Real-time App Model
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Architecture & Components of App Volumes :
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Application Volume Manager Architecture Explained 

1. The app volume agent talks to App Volumes Manager to read the user assignment 
information that describes who can access which App Stacks and Writable Volumes.

2. App Volumes Manager also communicates with Active Directory to read user, group, 
and machine information for assigning App Stacks and Writable Volumes.

3. The virtual desktop machine also talks to Active Directory for authenticating user 
logins

4. App Volumes Manager also needs access to a SQL database, which stores the 
information about the assignments, App Stacks, Writable Volumes, and so on

5. A SQL database is also a requirement for vCenter Server , and if you are using the 
linked clone function of Horizon View, then a database is required for the view 
composer. 11/25/2018



Thank You 
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